
FRIGO-CONSULTING: CUSTOMER ACCOUNT/PROJECT MANAGER (f/m) REFRIGERATING SYSTEMS POLAND

  

  

  

Frigo-Consulting
Switzerland / Spain / Italy / Romania / Poland

  

  

Frigo-Consulting is the leading independent engineering company for refrigeration and a global
leader in CO2 technology. We keep our finger on the pulse of trends, help to develop
technological innovations, redefine the latest technology and offer our clients solutions chich set
standards in efficiency, effectiveness and sustainability.

  

To support and expand our international existing project team we are looking for a Technical
qualified and motivated
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FRIGO-CONSULTING: CUSTOMER ACCOUNT/PROJECT MANAGER (f/m) REFRIGERATING SYSTEMS POLAND

  

  CUSTOMER ACCOUNT/PROJECT MANAGER (f/m)
REFRIGERATING SYSTEMS POLAND
  

      

  

  

Wherever refrigeration is required on a large scale, a richly varied activity awaits you with
interesting projects and development opportunities in an international business environment.

  

  

For this challenging and interesting task, you must be customer oriented, sales driven and have
access to a wide network. A higher professional qualification as an engineer or equivalent would
be appreciated. You have acquired a broad experience in industry and/or commercial
refrigeration, ideally with natural refrigerants. You are well-organised, strong on ideas and
appreciate contacts with people at all levels of the hierarchy and drawn from different cultural
backgrounds. You must have a good knowledge of English and/or German and should be keen
on EDP. Strong organising abilities, good communication skills and an entrepreneurial approach
complete your profile. Your workspace is situated in Warsaw.

  

  

If you see your professional future as an autonomous and committed person in an innovative
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enterprise, please send your application documents to Mr. Marcus Hoepfl, Frigo-Consulting
International Ltd., Feldstrasse 30, P.O. Box 240, 3073 Guemligen Bern or to m.hoepfl@frigoco
nsulting.ch.
Phone No. for further information: +41 31 996 48 48.

  

  Our most valuable asset:
  

  

  

Our independence
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